
 

 

                        BAILEY’S INSTITUTE OF BEAUTY 

APPRENTICE INSTRUCTOR COURSE OUTLINE  750 HOURS, 22 WEEKS 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
The curriculum involves750 hours that are required by Kentucky State for Apprentice Instructor. The course includes extensive instruction on 

classroom teaching techniques and experience. Throughout the learner’s education, you will be exposed to theory audio/visual lectures. This 

course will prepare future educators in organization, usage in preparation of materials, the development of a positive teaching personality, service 

and performance in, grading, evaluating, record keeping, effective communication and performance coaching, safety, sanitation, and state laws 

and rules and lesson planning. You will also practice teaching situations in actual classroom experience, develop teaching skills, personal 

appearances and hygiene, personal motivation and development, positive attitude, and job interviewing. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
1. To provide a quality educational system to prepare each student to pass the state board examination. That quality system includes 

providing an outstanding facility, experienced instructors, and the curriculum developed through years of experiences and expertise. 

2. To train and graduate students who are prepared, confident, and excited to enter a successful career within the education industry of 

cosmetology. 

3.  Have an understanding of the beauty industry and all of the many job opportunities available. 

4. Practice general safety, sanitation, disinfection and sterilization. 

5. Professionalism and providing safe and proper customer service to students/ future professionals 

 

MEASURABLE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 
1. Received the required number of clock hours of training. 

2. Complete and receive passing grades on all practical graduation requirements and projects to include examinations both practical and 

theory. 

3. Satisfactory pass final written and practical exam. 

4. Receive a graduation certificate.  

5. Pass state board exam. 

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES AND METHODS 
The 750-hour education is provided through a set of learning steps which address specific tasks necessary for state board preparation, graduation, 

and job entry levels for Apprentice Instructor. Each student will receive instructions that relates to the performance of useful, creative, and 

productive career-oriented activities. The course is presented through well-developed lesson plans that reflect the latest educational methods. 

Subjects are presented by means of lecture, demonstration, and student participation. Audiovisual aids, guest speakers, field trips and other 

related learning methods are used in the course. 

KENTUCKY STATE LAW REQUIREMENTS 
Kentucky State law requires that students have750 clock hours of training and be graduated from a licensed cosmetology school to qualify for initial 

instructor license. Following graduation, students are required to take a state board practical and written examination before receiving their 

Kentucky cosmetology license. This is a protected license, and it must be renewed every year. The state board gives these exams and there is a 

charge. 

INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Students interested in pursuing a career as a cosmetology instructor should: 

1. Have a passion for education 

2. Comfortable with speaking in front of people. 

3.  Keep aware of the latest teaching aids and up to date and the industry. 

4. Make a strong commitment to your education. 

5. Be aware that the work can be demanding of you. 

STATE LICENSING DISCLAIMER 
The state may refuse to grant a license if a student has been convicted of a crime; committed any act involving dishonesty, fraud, or deceit; or 

committed any act that is, if convicted by a licentiate of the business or profession in question, would be grounds for the Kentucky State board of 

hairdressers and cosmetology to deny licensure. The Kentucky State board of hairdressers and cosmetology denies licensors on the grounds that 

the applicants knowingly made a false statement of fact required to be revealed in the application for such license. Students who are not U.S. 

citizens or who do not have documented it authority to work in the United States will be eligible to apply to take the state licensure examination. 

Baileys institute of beauty is not responsible for students denied licensure. 


